
Khulisa Journals providing leadership in best practise scholarly journal editorial 
workflows and publishing

“Scholars need the means to launch a new generation of journals committed to open access, and to help existing 
journals that elect to make the transition to open access…” - Budapest Open Access Initiative, 2002

The ASSAf managed and hosted Khulisa Journals platform – over the past 5+ years - has evolved from an initial pilot

project to a fully-fledged and mature journal publishing platform, providing the means to manage high quality DHET

and SciELO SA accredited journals in need of a journal management system, to progress in terms of scholarly journal

publishing, on par with top journals published globally. Committed and highly skilled editors played a major role in its

success, and continue to do so. In addition to the DHET and SciELO SA lists, the 12 Khulisa Journals also adhere to the

criteria for inclusion in the global list for trusted open access journals, namely the Directory of Open Access Journals

(DOAJ). All Khulisa Journal titles with the exception of 2 – which are currently in the process of preparing to apply – have
been approved for inclusion in the DOAJ, which is a huge milestone.

During the past month the open source software (the Public Knowledge Project Open Journal Systems) used to

manage the system was upgraded to the most current and stable version, namely Version 3.3.0-7. This was done with

the help of our OJS technical expert, Nason Bimbe. We are confident that this upgrade will offer many new features for
journals to benefit from.

But what makes Khulisa Journals different from other journals?

Great technical features & functionalities

The platform hosts 12 journals, and these journals make use of the automated e-workflow within the system to manage

the editorial process, which include the submission of a manuscript by an author/s, assigning of an editor to the

manuscript, an editor assigning reviewers to the manuscript, with a copyeditor, layout editor and others preparing the

approved peer-reviewed manuscript for publication. The system keeps track of all communication and documentation

associated with the manuscript, for auditing purposes and for future reference. Finally, issues are published on the
journal uniquely branded website linked to the journal platform.

Third party systems such as Portico (digital preservation system), iThenticate (plagiarism system), Crossref (Digital Object

Identifier (DOI) system), and more, are integrated as part of the system in the form of plugins, which make processes
even more convenient, allowing all activities to be completed without exiting the system.

Extended support & innovation

Journals are encouraged to innovate and to maintain a unique identity. ASSAf as an independent entity merely hosts

the journals, and the owner of the journal (which can be a university/society/other), retains all rights (incl. copyright

where applicable), as always. An example of innovation is how the Clean Air Journal has recently started to

complement its content with video and audio material to create more awareness and to make content more

accessible. This journal further complements its income to cover publishing expenses through advertisements from

industry.

The South African Journal of Sports Medicine is another example of a journal enriching article content with supporting

video material. See the article on the Effect of the 90-second ‘Gear’ exercise programme on cardiometabolic risk
factors in persons with an elevated risk of cardiovascular disease.
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Comprehensive training is available, and we take pride in the fact that we work with individual editors and individual

journals, supporting them and acknowledging them as partners which are part of a motivated, energetic, and
knowledgeable team. We also do not hesitate to learn from one another, and to challenge ourselves.

ASSAf through its Scholarly Publishing Programme and SciELO SA, is in itself a leader on the continent in scholarly
publishing best practice. Not only is ASSAf mandated by the DHET to conduct independent peer-reviews of South
African scholarly journals, but we also direct scholarly publishing on national level through the SA national Code of best

practice in Scholarly Journal Publishing, Editing and Peer-Review. Editors therefore have access to a spread of experts in
this field, being part of Open Access since the early 90’s, when the Internet took off. Collectively we come a long way!

Visibility, accessibility & impact

ASSAf hosts the South African Journal of Science on behalf of the Dept. of Science and Innovation. This important

academic peer-reviewed and open access mouthpiece for scientists/scholars are accessed widely – also by the media

and general public - and has a huge impact on how science is perceived and conducted in our country, building on
existing science and paving the way going forward.

An example of a highly active journal hosted on the Khulisa Journals platform is the Potchefstroom Electronic Law

Journal which has published 52 contributions from January 2021 to date. According to the editor, Prof Christa

Rautenbach, the number includes 14 articles in a Special Edition on Corporate and Financial Markets. The rest of the

contributions deal with new developments in the law. For example, Nghililewanga Hamukuaya discusses The

Development of Cryptocurrencies as Payment Method in South Africa. Outer space is the theme of Anel Ferreira-

Snyman’s contribution on Challenges to the Prohibition on Sovereignty in Outer Space – New Frontiers for Space

Governance. Beverley Townsend and Bonginkosi Shozi’s contribution on Altering the Human Genome: Mapping the

Genome Editing Regulatory System in South Africa, is already gaining traction in the social media. A new series on

Cities, Law and Environmental Sustainability, an exciting new venture of the South African Research Chair in Cities, Law

and Environmental Sustainability (SARCHI CLES) included its first four contributions. More are in the pipeline. The journal

was established in 1998 as the first online, open-access, peer-reviewed law journal in Southern Africa. It has more than
4000 citations in GoogleScholar and an h-index of 26.

Get in touch!
If your journal is well-established and already included in SciELO SA, and if you are looking for a long-term, affordable, 
sustainable, independent platform to host your journal using a state-of-the-art journal management system, please get 

in touch. South African DHET listed subscription journals which would like to make the transition to Open Access are also 
most welcome to get in touch. 

Visit Khulisa Journals at https://journals.assaf.org.za/

Contact ina@assaf.org.za for more information or to schedule a virtual meeting

Meet the Khulisa Journals editors and their journals: https://youtu.be/CXlfQDfp2ho
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